Corrivo
Assign, monitor, and manage your compliance, routine
O&M operations and other field work…quickly, easily and
efficiently!
ELIMINATE PAPERWORK
IMPROVE FIELD ACTIVITIES
STREAMLINE WORKFLOWS
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the World We Live In
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Corrivo helps companies successfully execute surveys, such as leak surveys
and aerial patrols, in a defendable and trackable manner. It’s proven to
improve data quality assurance through error reduction.
Corrivo allows users to manage and assign fieldwork, complete multiple
types of field activities (leak surveys, aerial patrols, etc.) and view program
performance. From office to field, this solution ensures users can easily
schedule surveys plus access, collect, report and map data. Corrivo has a
low learning curve and its updated interface makes it simple to use in the
office and field. Using an easy to understand map, field crews can capture
and record field observations in real-time and then quickly and easily sync to
the system of record. In addition, using a simple yet powerful management
portal, executives can quickly assess the state of their organization or
programs and use the information to make safe, informed decisions with realtime data. If needed, it can be integrated with an existing work management
system, as well as your detection equipment, so only one system is used.
This map-based solution is integrated with Esri ArcGIS Enterprise and offers
support for IOS devices and the Windows platform. Its ability to support
multiple work activities makes this solution extremely flexible. Clients use
Corrivo to set up aerial patrol activities to identify possible leaks, construction
activity, and areas of erosion. The leak survey activities can be set up to allow
field users to log safety issues, area of concerns, and classify leaks. The work
manager can easily assign follow up work for an investigation and easily verify
the work has been completed.

ADVANTAGES
Gain critical insight into field activities and
eliminate paperwork.
Integrate with existing work management
systems and GIS environment
Quickly assign and complete a variety of
field tasks
Work in connected and disconnected modes
GPS integration and the use of breadcrumbs
Provides analysis of field productivity
Attach and annotate photos
Interactive mapping
Integrated mobile solution
Reporting through tabular reports
Easily track billable items

Corrivo
Traceable, verifiable, and complete
Capture the regulatory information needed to protect the organization
in case of an event. This solution gives users control to prioritize surveys
and report on their process, and it enables support for all field operations,
maintenance and 49 CFR Part 192 compliance work. This customizable
solution allows for quick assigning and reassigning of crews and the review
of data. By eliminating paperwork, users often see data improvements and
increased productivity with this automated system. It also reduces overall
project costs by ensuring surveys are 100% complete.
Identify trends and devise new management strategies
The management portal is a web-based application that allows an
organization's leader to see exactly what is happening inside the
organization to make informed and actionable decisions. Executives
can proactively view critical metrics, identify trends, and devise new
management strategies. Through this, supervisors and executives can see
leak survey program statistics, track field personnel, or individual leaks,
and monitor day to day activities. The views are fully customizable so that
executives can focus on what is important to them.
Eliminate resource constraints
CHA Integrated Solutions (CHA) offers a wide range of services, including
spatial analysis and mapping services, GPS field data collection, alignment
sheet generation, geospatial database design and implementation, data
loading and validation, regulatory consulting, web-based GIS application
development, and more. CHA can be an extension of your team so you can
get projects completed quickly!
Consistent and high-quality data from the field

IMPROVE SAFETY RATINGS AND
DECISIONS BY INCORPORATING CORRIVO
INTO YOUR WORKFLOW!

Eliminate paperwork and empower field crews to capture data in a way
that makes sense to them! All the information is right in front of them
on this Esri-based field solution, which makes taking paper into the field
obsolete. Field crew performance will improve because work is clearly
listed and forms walk them through what information they need to collect.
They can sort assignments by date or volume of work and drop pins for
leak indications.
Increase your ROI by maximizing your existing systems
With Corrivo, there is one fluid process that integrates with your ERP/EAM,
WMIS, MMS, CIS/COS, GIS, and EDMS systems. This solution simplifies the
workflow and works with your existing systems, so you get the most out of
your investments. It features a seamless two-way interaction between the
field and corporate back-office systems of record.
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